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1. Introduction
Advances in sensor technology are revolutionizing the way remotely sensed data are
collected, managed and analyzed (Plaza and Chang, 2008), which create higher
requirements for computation and resource sharing (Xue et al., 2011), allowing for the
larger amount of data, the higher algorithm accuracy and real-time application
requirements, redundant general algorithm implementation, etc. Grid computing provides
a powerful tool for sharing both remote sensing data and processing middleware (Xue et
al., 2005), and is a potential solution for data intensive and complex remote sensing
issues (Xue et al., 2010).
The Grid system is used to refer to the software system that provides uniform and
location independent access to geographically and organizationally dispersed,
heterogeneous resources that are persistent and supported (Johnston, 2001). The remote
sensing Grid belongs to the scope of application Grid, while the remote sensing Grid
platform involving the workflow technology is a Grid middleware constructed upon the
remote sensing Grid infrastructure (Chen and Yang, 2008) and helps to handle
complicated remote sensing application including multiple processing algorithms for
non-professional users effectively.
In a Grid workflow system, both Grid workflow verification and validation are
important. Checking the logical correctness in a workflow consisted of multiple
algorithms to obtain meaningful computing results for non-expertise users belongs to
Grid workflow validation, which will give instructions to non-expertise users, thus
avoiding wasting time and resources.
In this paper we put forward a practical Grid workflow expertise logical validation
solution framework for quantitative remote sensing retrieval. This specific solution is
implemented on the Grid workflow system - the Remote Sensing Information Service
Grid Node (RSIN).

2. The Remote Sensing Information Service Grid Node
The RSIN system based on Condor is built in the TGP laboratory in the Institute of
Remote Sensing Applications of Chinese Academy of Sciences, as shown in fig. 1 (Xue
et al., 2008).

Figure 1. The physical architecture of RSIN system
The four-layer remote sensing Grid architecture includes the Grid base layer, the core
Grid component layer, the remote sensing core middleware layer and the application
layer. Details about the architecture design and implementation of the RSIN system could
be found in the paper by Xue et al. (2011).

3. Grid Workflow Validation
In a Grid workflow system, both Grid workflow verification and validation are important.
Verification failure results in the Grid workflow specification and execution containing
faults or flaws such as deadlock, temporal violation and resource conflict. Validation
failure constitutes a breach of contract between the complex process developer and the
client (Kurdel and Sebestyenova, 2008).
To make the RSIN system meet demands of non-expertise users, the Grid workflow
validation taxonomy consists of three elements (Chen and Yang, 2008): (a) representation
of complex scientific and business processes; (b) representation of expressive power of
Grid workflow management systems; and (c) validation approaches. We focus on the
middle issue, as currently scientific patterns existing in most Grid workflow management
systems are not enough and seldom consider impacts of expertise logical dependencies
misuse in specific fields.

4. Expertise Logical Validation Solution
4.1 Dependencies Constraint in Model Base
In a specific application workflow, each model will have its predecessor model except the
start ones in every branch of the whole workflow. If a non-expertise user makes a model
start before its predecessor in his workflow design, it might lead to meaningless retrieval
results or will confront unexpected termination as a result of data unprepared. In a word,
there exist dependencies among models in an application workflow, which are similar
with the functional dependency in database.
In the relational database theory, given a relation R, a set of attributes X in R is said to
functionally determine another set of attributes Y (written X→Y), if, and only if each X
value is associated with one Y value (Halpin and Morgan, 2008). Similarly, we define the
dependencies constraint in model base as that if, and only if model X has executed,
model Y could generate useful results, then the application workflow is said to satisfy the
model dependencies X→Y. This sort of extension of functional dependency has been
applied to other fields such as XML design (Vincent et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2010).
We also extend the axiom of transitivity among Armstrong’s axioms (Halpin and
Morgan, 2008) and apply it to the RSIN system: If X→Y and Y→Z, then X→Z, in which
X, Y and Z are remote sensing models. Therefore, we could simply assign an additional
attribute ‘straightforward predecessor’ for every model, whose corresponding value is
determined by expertise-users, and will join and search in multiple model information
lists when necessary to obtain complete dependencies to validate logic by non-expertise
users.
4.2 Framework of RSIN System involving Validation Solution
In the framework of RSIN involving validation, we modified the application layer of the
original architechture of RSIN by dividing the Graphic User Intrerface (GUI) tool
according to two roles: expertise and non-expertise, and making use of the model base in
the grid base layer.
The RSIN system authorises expertise-users to log model informations and determine
dependencies constraint of multiple algorithms in model base. When non-expertise users
design a application workflow with the GUI tool, it will give instructions in the light of
informations stored in model base. If users compulsorily execute the workflow despite of
existing conflicts between the design with the dependencies constraint in model base, the
system will not terminate the execution but train informations in model base to meet
specific requirements of the coresponding users. The expected process of the RSIN
system is shown in fig. 2. We initially construct a prototype of the modified GUI tool, as
shown in fig. 3 and fig. 4. The fig.3 represents interfaces for the login and expertise users,
and the interface in fig. 4 will exist after the non-expertise users login.

Figure 2. The flow scheme of RSIN involved with validation.

Figure 3. The interfaces for the login and expertise users.

Figure 4. The interface for non-expertise users.

5. Conclusions
The RSIN involving the expertise logical validation will not only accelerate the
quantitative remote sensing retrieval via utilizing Grid resources but also facilitate the
application construct through the GUI tool as well as offer constraints to avoid wasting
time and resource. The validation way proposed in this paper is a simple but practical
solution. After the modified GUI tool is completely improved and tested, we would apply
it to our typical AOD retrieval and more potential remote sensing scientific applications.
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